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Abstract:      The interoperability of
classification schemes is an urgent need for
information organization & retrieval.  Now, it is
often to recognize and build up the mapping
relationship between classes by hand in EU
project Renardus and other projects. Each class
of CLC or DDC can be looked as a concept, and
the integrity of concept can be divided into
several concept elements expressed by words.
We can computer the word similarity of concept
elements to reflect the similarity of the integrity
of class concept on the hypothesis that the
integrities are similar if all the parts of them are
similar.  In the automatic mapping system
between CLC4 and DDC21, the concept of class
can be divided into concept elements expressed
by class headings, note terms, lower-class terms
and upper-class terms, then rank these matched
concept elements of the classes between CLC
and DDC according to the principle of
maximum similarity. We formulated detailed
mapping regulation according to three
parameters: word similarity value of concept
elements, margin of concept elements and kind
of equivalent concept elements of class.  The
article introduced the structure, functions and
use of the automatic mapping system.
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1   Introduction
Library classifications either applied

in the traditional organization of
information resources or the web
information resources have never been
unified, in fact they cannot be unified
since there are various types in the
information organization field.

Diversity of library classification has
been the barrier in the cross-database or
cross-domain retrieval. The metadata
interoperability between different
classifications has been a serious
problem waiting for being resolved
quickly.

It is necessary to realize the metadata
interoperability in library classification
for resources share. To construct the
mapping systems among several main
classifications schemes in the world,
thus some barriers exiting in such as
browsing, indexing or retrieval can be
avoided.

If the metadata interoperability in
classification schemes can be realized,
users browse and search the information
organized by another type of library
classification and browse portal web
organized by different classifications
through a unified semantic structure, a
library classification. Users can freely
browse the content of one concept
existing in different systems, and only
one query can get the result of all
databases in the web.

2   The Principle of Automatic
Mapping

The consistence of structure of class
schemes and the similarity of concept
expression of classes between CLC and
DDC are the theory basis to realize the
interoperability of metadata in
classification schemes.

The two classifications are both
general classification schemes. They are
description and categorization of
knowledge world, even both on the
basis of conception logic and
knowledge classification.

However, subject classification is
according to the certain principles, such
as impersonality, development and
practicability.  The subject domain and
knowledge gross of these two
classification schemes are almost
similar. Under the circumstance of the
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similar principle of class division, the
conception expressions of classes
consequentially have similarity more or
less.

Classes are the basic unit to express
concept of subject content in
documents. The essence of class of
CLC and DDC is the mark of subject
concept in numerical form, and only
kinds and methods of the mark vary
probably. Certainly, the system of
classification differs. There are a lot of
differences of class division and
location between CLC and DDC. We
can calculate the overlap degree of the
concept of class, namely semantic
similarity, then decide the mapping
relationship of class.

The classes of both classifications
are pre-coordination, so we can analyze
the class concept into concept elements
by semantic factor, then calculate the
semantic similarity between the concept
elements by certain weighting strategy.
In sum, the basic idea of calculation is
as follows: the class heading expresses a
whole concept, which contain several
concept elements. The whole similarity
is on the basis of element similarity,
namely a complex concept can be
analyzed into several concept elements.
We can get the whole similarity through
the calculation of similarity of concept
elements

The basic principle is the following:
after semantic factor of classes, the
semantic sum of these several concept
elements should be identical or near
identical to the pre-coordinated class,
namely the semantic sum of concept
elements should be equal to the whole
class concept.

What terms can be used to express
class concept? Usually, class headings
in CLC and DDC are word or phrase,
which can express the connotation and
extension of conception. Class terms is
standard, concise and it can exactly

reflect its content. If cannot, it defined
by class notes additionally, every class
is restricted by upper-class and lower-
class concept.

Words, which are directly extracted
from class headings and headings of its
upper-class and lower-class, can also
express the concept of classes. Words
mapping to a class consist of class
headings, note terms, upper-class terms
and lower-class terms. These words are
called as index term_index entries of
library classification are derived from
these words actually_

The publication and application of
kinds of Classified Chinese Thesaurus
have proved the fact that descriptor
from the thesauri can express the
concept of classes.

Class concept is expressed by several
words usually. If class heading C1 has n
words and C2 has m words, there will
be n_m kinds of mapping relationships
in calculation of word similarity
between the two classes.

But only the comparison between the
parts, which play the same role, is
available. For example, when we
compare appearance of two men, we
always compare the similarity between
the same part such as their face, figure,
eye and nose. And we cannot compare
between eyes and nose.

Consequently, when compare the
similarity of the two concepts, first,
judge which parts are the most similar.
It adopts the principle of max similarity
value, namely, the part of max similarity
value plays the same role in the two
concepts.

After confirm the similarity value of
every element, get the whole similarity
by weighting similarity value of every
elements. That is similarity of classes.
Similarity of concept elements is
actually the similarity value of words
expressed the class concept. The
method is the calculation of semantic
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similarity between the words.

3 Construction of Automatic

Mapping System
Mapping of Classes can be one-to-one,
one-to-multiple or multiple-to-multiple.
The mapping system can process not
only similarity calculation between two
classes, but also the similarity among a
lot of classes, thus can construct
mapping relationship of one-to-one or
multiple-to- multiple. The mapping
relationship can be built dynamically,
and also can be built to edit a
concordance between CLC and DDC
created by the mapping system in batch
processing.
3.1 Regulation of Automatic Mapping

The mapping system refers the
definition of mapping relationships
classes in EU project Renardus. The
definition is the following: assume A
presents a class of CLC, and B presents
a class of DDC, five types of mapping
relationship can be defined according to
the overlap degree of concept
expression of class A and B: _ fully
equivalent _Narrower equivalent
_Broader equivalent _Major overlap
_ Minor overlap.

The type of mapping relationship is
decided by three parameters:_
similarity value of two classes
_margin of concept elements of two
classes _kind of equivalent concept
elements, that is, two classes waiting for
mapping perhaps have equivalent class
headings, notes terms, upper-class terms
or lower-class terms.

The margin can affect the mapping,
because if the expression conception of
two classes have different connotation
and extension, after semantic factor, the
concept of class will get several concept
elements, then the discrepancy of two
classes will be reflected in the number
of concept elements. For example, class
C1 has n subject terms, after semantic

factor, and then C1 will have n concept
elements. C2 has m subject terms, so C2

will have m concept elements. If m is
not equal to n, |n-m| is the margin of
these two class headings. As a result,
there will have |n-m| concept elements
which cannot be matched, the certainty
of mapping relationship will be
interfered by these unmatched concept
elements.

The system can calculate the
mapping relationship of classes
according to the values of those three
parameters.
3.2 The Choice of Mapping Methods

The similarity of classes is calculated
by the following three methods:_by
index term;_by class term;_ b y
subject term(descriptors). Index term
refers to these words extracted from
class headings, notes, its upper-class
and lower-class. Class terms refer to
some keywords directly extracted from
class headings. The reason taking the
method of calculation by class term is
that the balance discrepancy of class
notes and its lower-class between CLC
and DDC. Subject terms of CLC comes
from“Chinese Thesaurus”  and DDC
are from LCSH in Windows for Dewey.
The system uses these words to
calculate and decide the mapping
relationship. At last, we found that the
best method is to take index term as
calculation resources among these three
methods from a great deal of tests.
3.3 Structure and Functions of
Mapping System

The automatic mapping system
includes five modules:
3.3.1 Data processing module

This module is to build a
concordance, which contains the
relationship of class and index terms,
class and class terms, class and
descriptors. We select finance class of
CLC4 and DDC21 as test data. Before
building the concordance, some
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preprocessing must be done. Firstly,
perfect the class headings and complete
their meaning. Secondly, translate the
class headings of DDC21 into Chinese.
Thirdly, some necessary tags must be
added to these classes in order to
automatically recognition when data
processing.
3.3.2  Automatic mapping module

This module is to decide mapping
relationship. Select one of three
calculation methods, index term, class
terms and subject terms are taken
respectively as calculation resources.
The calculation procedure is followed
by the mapping regulations. First,
semantic factor of classes, then build a
matrix of concept elements to do
similarity calculation according to some
weighting strategies. At last, check the
calculation values and conclude the
mapping relationship.
3.3.3 Batch processing module

In this module, mapping scope should
be certain in order to decrease some
useless computation. For example, we
select finance class as test data, so
religious class of DDC is no necessary
to attend similarity computation. Batch
processing is to calculate between some
related classes in fact. The function of
this module is to map multiple-to-
multiple. In general, the system always
transfers multiple-to-multiple to one-to-
multiple and one-to-multiple is
transferred into some one-to-one. Thus
a multiple-to-multiple is transferred into
several one-to-one. The processing
method will be the same as automatic
mapping module.
3.3.4 The module of geography
subdivision processing
3.3.5  System maintenance module

4 Use of Automatic Mapping System
4.1 Processing of Class Data

The function of Processing of class
data is to construct the concordances of

classes. For example, the class term
“332.404 forms and units of money
_DDC class_”can be processed into
follow forms:

_class terms: forms of money
units of money

_lower-class terms: gold coins
silver coins Token coin  paper money
decimalization of currency

_upper-class term: money
_subject terms: forms of money

units of money  gold coins Token coin
_ note terms: _vacant_

4.2 Building of Mapping Relationship
4.2.1 Mapping between two classes

Choose the classes of CLC and DDC
in the tree box of figure 4-3. Index
terms mapping to the classes can be
automatically read into semantic
calculation box. Then add tags to class
terms, notes terms, lower-class terms
and upper-class terms respectively. So
when calculating equal words, it is easy
to recognize the type of words. At the
same time we use a semantic dictionary
to assign semantic code to calculate
word similarity.

In the result display area of Figure 4-
2, the upper part displays results of
semantic factor of F820.2 and 332.404
class. The lower part displays the matrix
of similarity value, after calculation
semantic similarity of a pair of words
mapping to these two classes.
Construction of the words matrix aims
to match the most similar concept
elements.Assume the matching of
concept elements according to the max
value, that is, the greater similarity
value, the former ranking concept
elements.

In Figure4-5, After automatic
calculation of “F820.2  forms of
money_CLC class_” and “332.404
forms and units of money_D D C
class_ ”, the result displays in the
range of “fully equality”  threshold
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value. That is, concept of note terms is
equal to class terms, similarity value of
classes is more than 65% and the
margin of classes is less than 4.
4.2.2 Automatic mapping of batching
processing

Batching mapping processing can
realize the mapping of one-to-multiple
and multiple-to-multiple. By the means
of one-to-multiple, the mapping
relationship between any class in one
library classification and related class in
another can be worked out. A
concordance can be constructed by
multiple-to-multiple mapping, however
this kind of calculation is a dynamic
computation in a certain scope. The
interface of batching mapping
processing can be seen in the following

figure 4-6.
In the figure 4-6, select 6 class

headings of CLC and 11 class headings
of DDC, so the batch processing will
calculate the similarity value of 66 pairs
of class headings. The concrete
calculation method is as follows: select
a class heading of CLC, then compute
the similarity value of this class heading
to each class of DDC’s, at last, select
the class of DDC with the max
similarity value as the mapping class to
that CLC class. The sorted result of
batch processing is also revealed in the
figure 4-6.

Figures:

Figure4-1. The basic interface of automatic mapping system

Figure 4-2. Index terms mapping to class headings
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Figure 4-3. Automatic mapping between two classes

Figure 4-4. Concept elements matching results

Figure 4-5.Construction mapping relationship of class headings

Figure 4-6. The processing of batching mapping
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